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Abstract 
Nowadays software engineering is essential for everyday things like cars, mobile phones or 
autonomous vacuum cleaner. Due to the modern development approaches and fast changing 
requirements, methods and tools for the development also have to undergo changes. Moreover, the 
so-called model driven development of application leads mostly to a lack of knowledge for deeper 
processes in a system. Therefore, continuing education of technical engineers in the area of software 
engineering and related topics is needed. Active Learning helps to achieve this goal. Active learning is 
generally defined as any instructional method that engages learners in the learning process. The core 
elements of active learning are learner activity and engagement in the learning process. Promoting 
active learning by working in real world engineering problems is supported by the presented Learning 
System which acts as a virtual environment for complex distributed systems with focus in software 
engineering. Our Learning System contains of two sub systems – the first subsystem represents a 
graphical application like the visualisation of a car cockpit including all its features f.e. blinking LEDs, 
speedometer or gear indicator. The second sub system represents stepwise complex processes of the 
operating system of the application from first sub system in a visualisation manner. By connecting use 
cases of the application and their related processes within the operating system, learners are enabled 
to understand the algorithm of the application itself as well as the processes in the service layers of 
the system and its dependencies to the application. The use case for activating the hazard light of a 
car for example would contain this sequence of actions in first sub system: pressing a button, signal 
processing, event triggering, message transfer and application update. This sequence would be 
connected to the model of hazard light in second sub system. Our Learning System supports learners 
in an Offline mode as well as in a Lab mode. The Lab Mode supports the integration of extra software 
which enables changes in the behaviour of the application. This mode was developed for classrooms 
where necessary hardware, development environments and licenses are normally available. Such 
hands-on experimentation or learning-by-doing is an essential part of the knowledge process. It 
enhances the curiosity and promotes self-learning skills. It is important to design activities that 
promote higher order thinking skills such as collaboration, critical thinking and problem-solving. The 
Offline mode in contrast enables the learner to use the systems in predefined workflows in the same 
system. Our Learning System is flexible due to generic interfaces between the sub systems, which 
enables a teacher easily to configure new scenarios for the learners without the need of adaptions in 
existing programs. Moreover, flexibility is supported due to a database containing abstract knowledge 
of the processes in the operating system. Currently our database contains widely used operating 
systems including thousands of functions, parameters and dependencies. 
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1 INTRODUCTION  
Computer Science and especially the area of Software Engineering has become a very important topic 
in everyday things. Beside daily used products like coffee machines, washing machines or cell 
phones, systems with safety critical aspects like cars and airplanes have a huge percentage of 
software. All these systems differ between the application itself and basic functions of the operating 
system, provided by the hardware to realize the application. Teaching learners for the specified field of 
application development differs mainly from teaching learners for operating systems, hence 
application developers access operating systems functions. These operating system functions 
encapsulate hardware details to the application. Increasing the knowledge of software engineers in the 
fields of operating system and application are main goals in education of software development, 
beside specialization of skills. 

Our Learning System connects teaching content of both topics without reducing learning aspects in 
the learning content. Our approach supports intensively active learning by working in real world 
engineering problems using problem-based-learning and learning by doing (hands-on). Actually, 
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learners lack essential competences in a world of rapidly changing and dynamic working 
environments. The later require constant creativity, analytical thinking and adherence to tight 
deadlines. Knowledge cannot be perceived any longer as the end of a goal of an engineering study, it 
has to be felt as an on-going activity of learning-to-think and learning-to-learn. Therefore, continuing 
education of technical engineers in the area of software engineering and related topics is needed. 
Active Learning helps to achieve this goal. Active learning is generally defined as any instructional 
method that engages learners in the learning process. The core elements of active learning are 
learner activity and engagement in the learning process. 

2 STATE OF THE ART 
Education in software engineering should be considered mainly from two sides. The first point belongs 
to programming skills and programming languages. The second point is about concepts engineering 
methods and algorithms. Programming skills are taught these days by self-education, in schools and 
universities and in online courses [1]. Suggestions for an e-Learning system in automotive industry is 
described in [7] and [8]. Both publications focusing on operating system processes of embedded 
systems. However, the most important basics for a software engineer are to learn the abstract 
concepts like algorithms and the principles of all programming languages, like loops, function headers, 
conditions etc. Based on this abstract knowledge, a software engineer should be able to learn a new 
programming language as well as new syntax elements. After gaining basic knowledge in these 
topics, learners can start to increase their experience by real world projects, like presented in [3]. 
Improving the gained knowledge of software engineers by a game based approach, like presented in 
[4], [5] and [6], is similar. 

Beside these essential topics for an engineer, knowledge about project management, test of software 
and documentation is relevant, too. These topics are often taught during education in universities [2] 
and institutions or in companies, especially if the projects requires theses skills. 

3 CONCEPT 
Our Learning System consists of a connection of two separated and standalone systems. The first 
system is a software, which shows a use case specific, concrete graphical application to ease the 
learning process. Main idea is that learner can see by real world examples what happens in special 
cases of an algorithm, which they create by their exercises. This Learning System (LS) is called APV 
(Application Visualization). The second system is a Learning Management System (LMS) especially 
for teaching operating system processes in embedded systems [15]. Its name is OSP (LMS for 
Operating System Processes). By combination of both systems, a learner can easily try to understand 
complex processes and dependencies between separated software parts within the operating system 
as well as actions within the application. Both systems have a COM Adapter that realizes the 
communication between the Learning Systems. By a common communication protocol, information is 
shared through the adapters to synchronize the operating system processes with the application 
processes between the separated systems. 

Table 1 shows an overview about the two separated systems and its combination to a new combined 
LMS. Each system is classified by the learning use case, if active learning is supported and if 
continuing education is supported. 

Table 1. Overview about presented Learning Systems 

 Learning Use Case Active Learning Continuing 
Education 

LS APV Virtual environment yes, combined with 
embedded system 

no 

LMS OSP Teaching processes within operating systems no yes 

LMS OSP  
+ LS APV 

Teaching processes within operating systems in 
combination with application 

Yes (Lab Mode) yes 
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3.1 Use Case Automotive Software Engineering 
We have realized our prototype for embedded engineering [15] in the area of automotive software 
engineering. Our Learning System APV represents the ego perspective from the inside of a car. This 
visualization contains many items from a real car. This software is connected to a communication 
medium, which is in our case a CAN (Controller Area Network) communication bus [12]. The CAN bus 
is widely used especially in the automotive domain. Our Learning Management System OSP 
represents a widely used system architecture in automotive software development called AUTOSAR 
(AUTomotive Open System ARchitecture) [11]. By AUTOSAR, applications like a climate control of a 
car is developed independent from the hardware and used communication. By that, this application 
can be reused in a later project without changing the code. This aspect is very important since 
automotive companies producing different models with same application. The adaption of hardware 
change in AUTOSAR is realized by a huge set of parameters within the operating systems and its 
services, which need to change. To support the learning process for this complex system architecture 
a Learning System in [9] was presented. 

Especially the LMS OSP is optimized for continuing education of software engineers. The data for this 
LMS is stored in a hardware, provider and version independent manner in a knowledge base. 
Moreover, we have developed a semi-automated parser for adding new data to the knowledge base 
(see [10]). The knowledge base is organized into modules. A module can represent a functionality, a 
set of functionality, a stack or a complete operating system. Each module can store data provided by 
the official specification, like name, functionality, dependencies etc. Additionally, a module can store 
links to tutorials, example projects or comments from experts. 

3.2 Execution Modes of combined Learning Management System 
Our Learning Management System can be executed in two modes, like visible in Figure 1. The first 
mode represents the Offline Mode, which represents the absence of an Active Learning Instance. In 
this mode, the learner can see predefined scenarios and their dependencies to the application, 
synchronised by an mapping (see chapter 3.3), accessed by both systems. The second mode is called 
Lab Mode and represents an Active Learning Instance connected to the LS for graphical 
representation. In this mode the learner is enabled activate functionalities in LS APV by programing on 
his own. 

 
Figure 1. Overview of two modes for combined Learning Management System 

In the Lab Mode, the Active Learning instance realizes the same COM Adapter as the LMS OSP in the 
Offline Mode. For the LS APV is the connected system not visible. In teaching process, the learner will 
first re-implement the shown scenarios from LMS OSP before implementing new functionalities with 
the new knowledge. 

3.3 Mapping of Use Cases between Systems 
In Offline Mode the COM Adapter of LMS OSP simulates the sending task of the Active Learning 
Instance from the Lab Mode. Since this LMS does not simulate the behaviour of our Active Learning 
Instance, a configuration is needed which maps the actions from both Learning Systems with each 
other. This mapping needs to be done by the teacher in a configuration file. Both systems are reading 
this configuration during the start-up phase. Table 2 shows three examples of use cases from the 
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different LMS. For each of the OSP use cases one or a set of signals is sent by the COM Adapter to 
the communication realization, which is accessed by the LS APV. Each mapping can be classified in 
the understanding level and the active learning level. The understanding level is relevant for our 
Offline Mode and represents the difficulty for learners. The active learning level represents the 
challenge for users in the Lab Mode, when the use case needs to be programmed by the learner itself. 
By the configuration of these two levels, we are able to control accessibility of scenarios based on the 
skill level of learners. In a later development of our LMS we want to provide e-assessments for 
classifying the skill level of learners. Currently we have defined three difficulty categories for both 
levels – Beginner, Medium and Expert. 

Table 2. Examples of mapped Use Cases 

 LMS OSP  LS APV Understanding 
Level 

Active Learning 
Level 

1 Sending Signal to activate 
hazard light of car 

Hazard light LEDs in cockpit 
are blinking 

Beginner Beginner 

2 Sending Signal to change 
gear of car 

RPM changes, Gear 
information changes 

Medium Expert 

3 Sending and Receiving 
Signals for Consistency Check  

Warning LED, Switching off 
non safety critical systems 

Medium Medium 

The use cases in the LMS OSP was visualized for the learner in a stepwise animation, which means 
these processes need much more time then in a real word example. Moreover, the learner is able to 
jump between the single steps of the animation backwards and forwards. To avoid inconsistency of 
our LS APV, which would confuse the learner, we send the responsible signal several times to the 
COM Adapter during the animation in the LMS OSP. The number of repetition, delay and signal itself 
can be configured for each use case. 

4 IMPLEMENTATION 
Like presented in chapter 3, our Learning System consists of two sub systems. Originally, these 
systems have been developed independent from each other. The LS APV (see chapter 4.1) for 
visualization of the communication inside of a car was implemented in the C# programming language. 
The LMS OPV (see chapter 4.2) was developed to teach embedded engineers in the special area of 
automotive engineering with the architecture AUTOSAR. This LMS is implemented in Java 
programming language. Both systems can be executed on one PC as well as on separated PCs, as 
long as the communication between both systems is possible. 

4.1 Learning System APV - Virtual Cockpit 
The virtual cockpit is a realization of the Learning System APV and visualizes data from the CAN bus 
by the COM Adapter (see Figure 1). The applications user interface is divided into two parts, like 
visible in Figure 2. On the left side is the representation of the cockpit. On the right side are the 
controls for the application and the cockpit. 

The cockpit consists of several parts. In the lower part behind the steering wheel are the system 
indicators. On the left and right side are the left and right indicator. These indicators can be activated 
separated or at the same time to indicate hazard light. The number which is displayed in the upper 
middle indicates in which gear the car currently is. Zero stands for neutral and “R” stands for the 
reverse gear. The left circle is the RPM indicator which indicates the value of the RPM signal. The 
range can be between zero up to 8000 1/min. Inside the indicators circle in the lower area is the 
temperature indicator located which displays the current engine cooling water temperature. Its range 
goes from 60 up to 120 degrees. Also located inside the rpm indicator circle are the following control 
lights which can either be activated (coloured) or deactivated (grey): engine warning, seat belt 
warning, water temp warning, windscreen wiper water low warning, doors open warning and the three 
possible light status indicators high beam, low and parking. The right circle is the speed indicator 
which can display a range from zero to 300 kilometres per hour. Inside these indicators circle in the 
lower area is the fuel level indicator located which shows the current fill status of the fuel tank. Similar 
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to the left circle indicator the following control lights are located inside the speed indicator circle: 
battery low warning, ESP off warning, low fuel level warning, steering wheel lock on indicator, 
handbrake set warning and the start-stop automatic on indicator. 

In the upper area over the steering wheel is a street displayed and a windscreen wiper. When the car 
is driving a lopping animation of going forward or backward on this street is played. The speed in 
which the animation is played is increasing/decreasing automatically to current speed of the “car”. On 
top of this driving animation there can be shown a rain animation which simulates a certain weather 
condition. Additionally, the three different light beams of the light modes can also be shown on top of 
the street. 

 
Figure 2.Graphical User Interface of Software Virtual Cockpit 

The virtual cockpit application has several controls. At first there is a “Connect”-button. When pressed 
the applications tries to connect with a to the pc connected CAN-Bus. If it’s successful the connection 
status circle will turn green and all control lights are activated for a second, like they are in the 
illustration. The text of the button then changes to “Disconnect”. When pressed the application 
disconnects from the can bus. 

Under the connection panel are two other panels to interact with the virtual cockpit. The first one is the 
rain status. With a click on the button “switch rain” the rain can be changed between the following 
modes: no rain, light rain, normal rain, heavy rain. The other one is a text box in which all incoming 
messages from the can bus are shown live. 

The virtual cockpit is implemented as an C# application with the windows platform foundation (WPF) 
[14] used as UI-Framework. The Model-View-View-Model [13] design pattern was used for the 
realization of the UI and associated controls, data and interaction handling. 

4.2 Learning System OSP – AVT  
AVT (AUTOSAR Visualization Tool) is the realization of the Learning Management System OSP which 
is an e-learning platform with the goal of teaching the architecture and internal processes of the 
AUTOSAR platform. AUTOSAR splits an embedded system into three horizontal layers – Application, 
Runtime Environment and the Basic Software. The Basic Software is divided into logical groups called 
basic software modules. AVT gives a graphical overview of the different basic software modules of 
AUTOSAR which are used internally in the operating system. 

For displaying processes inside the basic software layer an animation system for process sequences 
is used. A sequence animation consists of different sequence steps. A sequence step is described 
with a basic software module and a description about the role of the module in the process. The 
animation can be controlled with buttons for play, pause, stop and buttons for a step back or forward in 
the sequence. A detail overview about the process sequences can be seen in [9]. Each of the basic 
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software modules contain several information which are provided by knowledge base from LMS OSP 
(see chapter 3.1). AVT can display all different types of information which is stored in the database. 
For each basic software module this information can be displayed in AVT, for example the “CAN 
Network Management” module which is selected in Figure 3. The first part in the left of the illustration 
contains general information like the stack and the layer of the module. Next to this information is a 
table displayed which shows all interfaces of the module with their name, return type and needed 
parameters. On the upper right all dependencies of the currently selected “CanNm” (CAN Network 
Management) module to other basic software modules are illustrated as a graph with directed edges 
to display how the modules rely to each other. Under this dependency graph is another information 
panel for the module which contains links to other sources which can help learning more about the 
module. 

 
Figure 3: Detail dialog of AUTOSAR Module CanNm in LMS OSP 

5 BENEFIT 
These learning systems and its connection enables a stepwise learning process. In the first step our 
learning system for operating system processes is used as a standalone system. By that the learner 
get in touch with the most important processes by an introduction and guided tutorials. This is done as 
preparation before practical exercise and can be realized independent of location from the learner.  In 
a second step this learning system is used in combination with the Learning System for application 
visualization, executed in Offline Mode. In third step, these tools are used in Lab Mode, like shown in 
Figure 1. With this problem-based-learning realization the learners achieve competences, analyse, 
identify and solve problems by relating disciplines, the application domain and the operating system 
domain, to each other. Competences are critical thinking, agility and adaptability, communication and 
collaboration. In the practical exercises learners are an active part of their learning and knowledge 
processes and the teacher acts as a guide by proposing new directions, methods and examples. So 
hands-on experimentation or learning-by-doing is an essential part of the knowledge process. It 
enhances the desire to learn, promotes self-learning skills and offers an efficient involvement. This 
learner-centered approach allows the learner to see, touch and manipulate objects, it is a “Do it for 
yourself”. In the area of software engineering and related topics learners are faced with greater 
challenges and they have to be given opportunities to learn, to empower through voice and choice, to 
be rigorous and engage, to move forward following a continuous path of learning and knowledge.   

6 CONCLUSIONS 
Our approach presents a Learning System which supports the learning process of software engineers. 
Our prototype supports learners in topics of application and operating system development in 
automotive software engineering. Because the data of our LMS can be updated in a semi-automated 
process, we ease the continuing education of computer engineers. By two execution modes, our LMS 
supports learners during practical units (Lab Mode) as well as during preparation and post processing 
of exercises (Offline Mode). 
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